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2 The Use of MultithreadingWe assume a distributed implementation of the STGM where on each of themany processor elements (PEs) a number of tasks are running interleaved.When the active task of one of these processors attempts the evaluation of theexpression (a+ b) � (c + d), it may start by accessing the value of the variablea. If the value of a is stored in the memory of another PE, a remote access istriggered (by entering a FETCHME closure; cf. [Pey92]). When such a longlatency communication operation stalls the progress of a task, it is commonpractice to suspend that task and, instead, to execute some other, runnabletask. Such a task switch includes an expensive context switch where the currentvalues of some processor registers have to be saved and other values have to beloaded; furthermore, the data in the processor cache is probably useless for thecomputation performed by the newly selected task.Crucial for the techniques developed in this paper is, returning to the ex-ample, the observation that the evaluation of the subexpression c + d is (i)independent from the result of the remote access induced by a and (ii) canbe achieved with less context switching costs than switching to an arbitraryrunable task. The context needed to evaluate c + d is similar to the contextneeded to evaluate a+ b, in particular, both computations are part of the samefunction activation.Across function boundaries, a similar observation can be made. When theresult of a function activation depends on a long latency operation and there areno more computations in this function activation that are independent from thelong latency operation, then it is usually less costly to switch to the executionof some independent computation in the calling function than to activate acompletely unrelated task|consider the processor cache.Overall, when the delay of a long latency operation has to be covered bysome independent computation, take a computation whose context is as closeto the current context as possible. Such a computation can be chosen bythe heuristic that computations that would have been executed shortly afterthe current computation are closely related in their context|an assumptionjusti�ed by the locality that computations usually exhibit.The �ne-grain parallelism inherent in functional programs can be used tomechanically partition a program into threads realizing independent computa-tions. Within a function activation, long latency operations can then be cov-ered by switching to any of the ready threads. The abstract machine languagedescribed below provides a construct that explicitly displays independent com-putations on the level of the abstract machine language. These independentcomputations can be implemented by stateless threads [CGSE93, EAL93]. Thecrucial feature of stateless threads is that they never suspend, i.e., they startonly when all resource requirements are satis�ed and execute to completionwithout any further need for synchronization|in essence, they represent thesmallest unit of non-synchronizing computation. There is evidence that the useof stateless threads minimizes the thread switching time while simultaneouslyallowing to exploit the properties of the memory hierarchy [CGSE93, H+95].2



3 The Abstract Machine LanguageStarting from the STG-language as described in [Pey92], two principal changesare required to integrate support for multithreading: demandmust be separatedfrom case selection, and an abstract notion of thread boundaries and threadsynchronization is needed. In the following, a third modi�cation will also beapplied: an abstract notion of distribution is added in order to be able toobserve the e�ects of multithreading on the abstract level of the STG-language.The variant of the STG-language that is de�ned in this paper is called theSTGMT-language.To focus the following presentation on issues relevant to multithreading,support for built-in data types, such as integers and oating point numbers, isomitted|they can be handled in a similarway as in the original STGM, namelyby an explicit treatment of unboxed values. Furthermore, the explicit top-level,which contains the global de�nitions, is omitted|here also, the mechanisms ofthe STGM can still be applied in the STGMMT.3.1 The GrammarA de�nition of the grammar of the STGMT-language can be found in Figure 1.In comparison to the original STG-language, note the addition of letremand letpar, and the fact that in a case expression the keywords case andof enclose an identi�er and not an arbitrary expression. An intuition of thebehaviour of the added or changed constructs is provided in the following sub-sections.3.2 An Abstract Notion of ThreadsIn the original STGM, there is only a single kind of bindings. It associatesvariable names with lambda forms. In the STGMMT these bindings are calledfunction bindings and are produced by the nonterminal fbind. In addition,value bindings|nonterminal vbind|are introduced in the STGMMT.Value bindings occur only in the letpar construct, which has the followinggeneral form:letpar v1# = e1; : : :; vn# = en in eIn contrast to the letrec construct (cf. [Pey92]), no closures are created, butthe expressions e1 to en are evaluated, and only after all results are assigned tothe vi#, evaluation proceeds with e. Furthermore, the vi# may not occur freein e1 to en.The last restriction guarantees the independence that we required in Sec-tion 2 for computations that may be used to cover long latency operations.More precisely, it allows to evaluate e1 to en in an arbitrary order without anyneed to synchronize on the vi#. Should the evaluation of any ei suspend dueto a remote access, then it is still possible to continue the computation locallywith any ej where j 6= i. In short, letpar allows to express the independence3



exp ! letrec fbinds in exp (mutually recursive closures)j letrem fbind in exp (remote closure)j letpar vbinds in exp (parallel demands)j case uvid of alts (selection)j vid args (closure evaluation)j cid env (return constructor)j uvid (return unboxed value)fbinds ! fbind1; . . .; fbindn (n � 1)fbind ! vid = env \� args -> exp (function binding)� ! u (updatable)j n (not updatable)vbinds ! vbind1; . . . ; vbindn (n � 1)vbind ! uvid = exp (value binding)alts ! alt1; . . .; altn; dft (n � 1)alt ! cid args -> exp (case alternative)dft ! default -> exp (case default)args ! {arg1, . . ., argn} (argument variables, n � 0)arg ! vid (boxed value)j uvid (unboxed value)env ! {vid1, . . . , vidn} (environment variables, n � 0)uvid ! vid# (variable for unboxed values)vid ! lowercase identi�er (variable)cid ! uppercase identi�er (data constructor)Figure 1: The grammar of the STGMT-language.of local computations on the level of the abstract machine language. Further-more, the fact that the evaluation of the body expression e must wait for thedelivery of all vi# can be seen as an abstract form of synchronization barrier.The hash marks (#) behind the vi indicate that the vi# store unboxed values.The treatment of unboxed values in the STGMMT is related to, but not identicalto the use of unboxed values in the original STGM. In particular in the originalSTGM, which follows [JL91], all types of boxed and unboxed values have to beexplicitly introduced, but in the STGMMT, there is implicitly a correspondingunboxed value for each boxed value. The coercion from boxed to unboxed andfrom unboxed to boxed types is made explicitly by value bindings and functionbindings, respectively. For example, the expressionletpar v# = w in : : :binds to v# the unboxed value associated with the boxed value stored in w.4



Conversely,letrec w = {} \n {} -> v# in : : :boxes the unboxed value contained in v#. The deviation from the techniqueused in the STGM becomes necessary due to the fact that demand for evalu-ation, in the STGMMT, is issued when an expression occurs in the right-handside of a value bindings while, in the STGM, the value of an expression is onlydemanded when it is scrutinized by a case expression.Note that unboxed variables are not allowed to be in the list of free variablesof a function binding, i.e., only boxed values can be stored in the environmentof closures, and that it is forbidden to use them as arguments to constructors.These restrictions can be relaxed, but here they are enforced here to make thepresentation simpler.Furthermore, the expressions appearing as right-hand sides of value bind-ings must not be of functional type, i.e., must not be of type � ! �. Thisrestriction corresponds to the restriction of the original STGM that says thatcase expressions must not inspect values of functional type.3.3 Selection Without DemandIn the original STGM, case expressions play two roles: �rst, they demand theevaluation of the scrutinized expression, i.e., the expression between the key-words case and of; second, they select one of several alternatives by matchingthe value of the scrutinized expression against the patterns of the alternatives.It was already mentioned that value bindings issue demands for evaluationin the STGMMT, and hence, the single purpose of case expressions is patternmatching. Overall, we have the following correspondence:Original STGM STGMMTcase e of alt1; : : :;altn;dft � letpar v# = ein case v# of alt1; : : :;altn;dft (1)3.4 An Abstract Notion of DistributionIn the original presentation of the STGM [Pey92], the potential distributionof the heap of the abstract machine over multiple processing elements is leftimplicit. To make the need for long latency operations explicit, we expose thepotential for distribution in the STGMMT.To this end, the concept of a machine instance is introduced. Each machineinstance has a local heap and is able to evaluate closures in its local heapindependent from the other instances. When the local evaluation dependson a closure stored within another machine instance|we call this a remoteclosure|a long latency operation is triggered.1 On the level of the abstract1Note that already in the original STGM, closures are the only kind of structure in theheap. 5



machine code, no assumptions are made about the number of machine instancesavailable.The letrem construct speci�es those closures that may be allocated re-motely. In contrast, the closures associated with the function bindings of aletrec are bound to be allocated locally. To simplify matters, there mayonly be one binding in a letrem and it must not be recursive|recursion canbe introduced by using a letrec in the right-hand side of the single functionbinding of the letrem. Furthermore, the binding of a letrem must not haveany arguments, i.e., it has to represent a nullary function.Overall, the STGMT-language allows, even requires, to explicitly specify thepartitioning of a parallel program, but it abstracts over its mapping (cf. [Fos95]for a de�nition of these notions).4 Using the New ConstructsIn summary, the STGMT-language modi�es the original STG-language in threeways: it introduces an explicit, but abstract, notion of (i) local, independentcomputations (letpar) and (ii) closures that may be allocated on a remoteinstance (letrem); and (iii) demand and selection are separated. These mod-i�cations lead to a number of interesting properties that are discussed in thefollowing.4.1 Generating code for the STGMMTThe translation of a functional program into the STGMT-language correspondsclosely to the generation of code for the original STGM. The main di�erence isthat we have to observe the correspondence stated in Equation (1) and case ex-pressions that are just used for unboxing require no case in the STGMMT, butonly a letpar. In contrast to letpar expressions, letrem constructs are notexpected to be generated automatically; instead they are generated from ex-plicit annotations, i.e., the programmer decides which computations are coarse-grained enough to be worth the shipping to another processor element.4.2 Covering Long Latency OperationsFollowing the stated scheme for code generation, only letpar constructs con-taining a single value binding are generated. Such code does not exhibit any tol-erance to long latency operations. An important characteristic of the STGMT-language is that simple source-to-source transformations can be used to increasethis tolerance. In particular, we can apply the following transformation rule:letpar v1# = e1in letpar v2# = e2 in e3 ) letparv1# = e1v2# = e2in e3 (2)when v1 is not free in e2. 6



In case of the example from Section 2, (a+ b) � (c+ d), the transformationrule (2) has a dramatic e�ect on the corresponding STGMMT-code:letpar av# = a []in letpar bv# = b []in letpar ab# = add# [av#, bv#]in letpar cv# = c []in letpar dv# = d []in letpar cd# = add# [cv#, dv#]in mul# [ab#, cd#] ) letparab# = letparav# = a [];bv# = b []inadd# [av#, bv#];cd# = letparcv# = c [];dv# = d []inadd# [cv#, dv#];in mul# [ab#, cd#]The code to the left is similar to the case cascade used to represent this com-putation in the original STGM. The transformed code, to the right, explicitlyrepresents the independence of those subcomputations that can be used to coverlong latency operations. In particularly, when demanding a triggers a remoteaccess, the demand of b as well as the demands to c and d together with theevaluation of add# [cv#, dv#] can be done while waiting for the value av#.In the worst case, when all data is remote, at least the access to a, b, c, andd is overlapped. In essence, the code to the right is a textual representation ofthe partial ordering induced on the code by the data dependencies.Overall the separation of demand and selection allows to move demand, i.e.,value bindings, outwards in order to collect multiple value bindings in a singleletpar as in the following code fragment (the yi are not free in e2):letpar x# = e1in case x# ofC {y1, : : :,yn} ->letpar z# = e2in case z# of : : : ) letparx# = e1z# = e2in case x# ofC {y1, : : :,yn} -> case z# of : : :Apart from data dependencies, the outwards movement of value bindings isstopped by case expressions with more than one alternative; moving a valuebinding over a case with multiple alternatives can change the terminationbehaviour of a program.In principle, function boundaries also stop the outwards movement, but thisshould, for the following reason, not become a problem in practice: either thefunction is very simple, then it can be inlined; or it is complex and, then, itusually contains a case with multiple alternatives, which hinders the outwardmovement anyway.4.3 DistributionThe following program fragement displays the essentials of a parallel programexploiting pipelined parallelism: 7



consume :: [Value] -> Resultconsume [] = htrivial resulticonsume (x:xs) = let r = consume xsinhmake result from x and rimain = let stream = hproducer of some list of Valuesiinstream `par` consume stream | consume in parallelThe par meta-function indicates that its two arguments may be evaluated (inparallel) on di�erent machine instances; it is compiled into a letrem constructin the following STGMMT-code:consume = {} \n {l} ->letpar lv# = l {} in case lv# ofNil {} -> htrivial resultiCons {x, xs} -> letparxv# = x {} | independentrv# = consume {xs} | computationsinhmake result from xv# and rv#imain = {} \u {} ->letrem | potential remote allocationstream = {...} \u {} -> hproducer of some list of Valuesiinconsume {stream}The above code for consume is already transformed; the original code wouldplace the expression consume {xs} into the function binding of a separateletrec. But the immediate following occurence of the bound variable in theright-hand side of a value binding allows the transformation into the showncode.If there are machine instances that need additional work, then closurescreated with letrem can be shipped to those instances; otherwise they can alsobe allocated and evaluated locally|the latter case corresponds to the idea ofthe absorption of previously sparked children [HMP94]. In the above example,let us assume that stream is allocated remotely. Then, the value of streamand consume {stream} are evaluated on di�erent instances, in parallel|anyclosures created with letrec while evaluating stream are also allocated and,thus, evaluated on the remote instance. This implies that the access to x in thebody of consume triggers a remote access, which is, at least partially, coveredby the recursive call to consume (in the same letpar).8



5 The MeaningTo formalize the operational semantics of the STGMT-language, a transitionsystem is presented in this section; it is derived from the system in [Pey92].It makes the e�ects of multithreading on the abstract level of the STGMT-language explicit. The notation used in this section is similar to that used in[Pey92]; details are provided in Appendix A.5.1 Machine Con�gurationsA machine con�guration is represented by a mapping I from names to machineinstances. Each instance consists of several components, including a code com-ponent, a task pool, an argument stack, a return stack, and a heap. A detaileddescription of these data structures is provided in Appendix B.The machine instances in a con�guration share a global name space, butthe computations within one instance i may only access the components ofi. When i needs to access a closure, named o, that is located in the heap ofanother instance j, it has to request j to evaluate the closure o and to returnthe WHNF of o back to i. This operation is the single form of long latencyoperation in the STGMMT.In the transition rules, we assume an unbound number of instances, andeach closure allocated by a letrem is created on a not-yet-used instance. Thisexposes the maximal parallelism of the program. In a concrete implementation,the scheme outlined Section 4.3 is used, i.e., closures are only distributed uponrequest from processing elements with an insu�cient amount of work.5.2 The Transition RulesThe following transition rules a�ect either one or two instances at a time. To geta parallel and not only an interleaving semantics, we de�ne a parallel transitionstep to be a set of applications of transition rules such that this set contains atleast a single element and no instance is a�ected by more than one transitionrule. A transition rule is said to a�ect an instance if this instance occurs in therules pre- or postcondition.5.2.1 The Initial StateThe initial machine state used to evaluate an expression e is the following:inst. currenttask taskpool frames arg.stack ret.stack heap dissem.map[i 7! Eval e [] ; [] [] [hd;Next; []i] [] []]The con�guration consists of a single instance named i. Its current task isto evaluate e within an empty environment. The task pool is empty (i.e.,there is no further work), just as the frame map and argument stack. Thesingle continuation on the return stack indicates that the result of e has to bedelivered via the (non-existing) slot d of the dissemination map.9



The machine terminates when it attempts to distribute some value over thedissemination slot d; this is the value computed for e.Intuitively, the roles of the components of an instance are as follows. Thetask pool contains the waiting (for the completion of a long latency operation)and the ready-to-run tasks that have to be executed on this instance. At thispoint it is important to clearly distinguish between tasks and threads. Tasksare unrelated, coarse-grain computations that are distributed over the machineinstances to gain speedup by parallel evaluation; they are indirectly introducedby the letrem construct. Threads are clustered into closely related groupsrepresented by the letpar construct and are �ne-grain computations that areused to e�ciently cover long latency operations. Only when a task contains nomore ready-to-run threads and it is still waiting for a long latency operation, itis suspended and placed in the task pool. Every distributed implementation ofthe STGM uses tasks, but threads are the uncommon feature of the STGMMT.For every letpar construct that is executed, a frame is created; it contains acounter storing the number of value bindings that have not been completed yetand the local environment used to store the value bindings. The argument stackhas the same function as in the original STGM, but the return stack assumesthe functionality of both the return and the update stack of the STGM|this isnecessary to correctly deal with updates of closures whose evaluation triggereda long latency operation. The heap is used to store closures|just as in theoriginal STGM. Finally, the dissemination map supports the dissemination ofthe results of long latency operations to multiple receivers.5.2.2 ApplicationsExecution of the application of a function to some arguments, pushes the ar-guments on the stack and enters the closure that represents the function. Incontrast, the application of a data constructor, initiates a return operation.I[i 7! Eval (f {xN}) � � fs as rs h ds](1)=)I[i 7! Enter (� f) � fs [� xN ]++as rs h ds]I[i 7! Eval (c {xN}) � � fs as rs h ds](2)=)I[i 7! RetTerm hc; [� xN ]i � fs as rs h ds]We use � to indicate repetition, e.g., [� xN ] stands for [� x1; : : : ; � xN ]Evaluating an unboxed variable returns the unboxed value represented bythis variable in the local environment �.I[i 7! Eval x# � � fs as rs h ds](3)=)I[i 7! RetTerm (� x) � fs as rs h ds]5.2.3 Entering a ClosureA not updatable closure is entered by evaluating its code under an environmentbuilt from the closures arguments and the appropriate number of parametersfrom the argument stack. The body  of the closure is a function that applied10



to the environment � yields the code form that has to be executed. The en-vironment � is constructed by taking length xs arguments from the stack andassociating the free variables vs with the environment eos of the closure.I[i 7! Enter o � fs as rs h[o 7! h(vs nn xs ! );eosi] ds](4)=) I[i 7! ( �) � fs as' rs h ds]whereaos ++ as' = as, such that length aos = length xs� = [xs 7! aos]++[vs 7! eos]Updatable closures are always nullary (cf. [Pey92]). In the original STGM,such closures push an update frame; in the STGMMT, they create an Upddissemination entry|as soon as a value is passed to this entry, the closure isupdated with this value. Depending on the type of the value that is computedby the closure, we distinguish two cases: �rst, if the type is non-functional it issu�cient to extend the dissemination entry referenced by the topmost returncontinuation; second, if the type is functional, the closure has to be reenteredafter the update, i.e., a return continuation initiating the reentering is pushedand a new slot d is created in the dissemination map. Note that in the �rstcase, the argument stack is guaranteed to be empty in type correct programs.I[i 7! Enter o � fs [] hd; cont ; aspi:rs h ds[d 7! ms]]when h o = h(vs nu []! );eosi and has non-functional type(5)=) I[i 7! ( �) � fs [] hd; cont ; aspi:rs h ds[d 7! (Upd o):ms]]where� = [vs 7! eos]I[i 7! Enter o � fs as rs h ds]when h o = h(vs nu []! );eosi and has functional type(6)=) I[i 7! ( �) � fs [] hd; (Enter o); asi:rs h ds[d 7! [Upd o]]]where� = [vs 7! eos]Finally, entering a (not updatable) closure needing more than the availablearguments indicates that a partial application has to be passed to the topmostreturn continuation, i.e., the partial application must be distributed using thedissemination slot d referenced by the return continuation. This case occurswhen either a thunk (cf. [Pey92]) has to be updated with a partial applicationor a partial application has to be communicated to a remote instance.I[i 7! Enter o � fs as hd; cont ; aspi:rs h ds]when h o = h(vs nn xs ! );eosi and length as < length xs(7)=) I[i 7! (MsgPAPP d op cont ) � fs asp rs h0 ds]wherexs1 ++ xs2 = xs, such that length xs1 = length ash0 = h[op 7! h((f:xs1) nn []! Eval (f xs1));o:asi]11



A new closure, named op, is created, which implements the partial applica-tion; its structure corresponds to the representation of partial applications inthe original STGM.5.2.4 Local Bindingsletrec expressions behave as in the original STGM, but note the partial ap-plication of the code form Eval in the body of the new closures.I[i 7! Eval 0@ letrecxN = vsN \�N xsN -> eNin e 1A � � fs as rs h ds](8)=) I[i 7! Eval e �0 � fs as rs h0 ds]whereh0 = h[oN 7! h(vsN n�N xsN ! (Eval eN ));�0 vsNi]�0 = �[xN 7! oN ]Evaluating a letrem expression allocates a closure on a new instance k.Additional forwarding closures that contain EnterOn code forms are used fortwo purposes: �rst, to reference the new closure ok that is allocated on the newinstance k from the current instance i and, second, to reference the closures(�vN ) that are contained in the environment of the new closure but are locatedon the current instance i.I[i 7! Eval 0@letremx = {vN} \� {} -> e1in e2 1A � �i fsi asi rsi hi dsi](9)=) I[i 7! Eval e2 �[x 7! o] �i fsi asi rsi h0i dsi;k 7! Next [] [] [] [] hk []]whereh0i = hi[o 7! h([v]nu []! EnterOn k v);oki]hk = � ok 7! h([vN ]n� []! (Eval e1));[oN ]ioN 7! h([v0]nu []! EnterOn i v0);� vN i �In Section 4.3, letremwas used to implement the meta-function par. Followingthe de�nition of par in [HMP94], the closure allocated on the remote instancek must be evaluated immediately. To achieve this behaviour, the initial codeform of k must be (Enter o) instead of Next.letpar constructs specify related, but independent work; furthermore, thethe evaluation of the body expression has to be synchronized with the deliveryof the values demanded in the value bindings. To this end, the code form Synctogether with a new frame f are employed. The �rst argument of Sync containsthe still to be evaluated value bindings. The frame maintains a counter of thenumber of value bindings whose value was not yet added to the environmentthat is also held in the frame. Note that the number of still awaited values willbe greater than the number of bindings in the Sync form when the computationof some values is hindered by long latency operations.12



I[i 7! Eval (letpar b1; : : :;bn in e) � � fs as rs h ds](10)=) I[i 7! Sync [b1; : : : ; bn] e f � fs0 as rs h ds]wherefs0 = fs[f 7! hn; �i]In a concrete implementation, the guaranteed independence of the value bind-ings within one letpar can be used to partition the code generated from anSTGMT-program into non-synchronizing threads, i.e., stateless threads.If there are unprocessed value bindings in a Sync, one is selected and its righthand side e1 is evaluated. A new return continuation is pushed on the stack;it contains the remaining part of the Sync code form and the values currentlyon the argument stack. The new slot d in the dissemination map is used toeventually distribute the result of e1. The dissemination entry (Store f x )indicates that the result has to be stored in the environment of frame f withthe local name x.I[i 7! Sync ((x# = e1):bs) e2 f � fs[f 7! hn; �i] as rs h ds](11)=) I[i 7! Eval e1 � � fs [] rs0 h ds0]wherers0 = hd; (Sync bs e2 f); asi:rsds0 = ds[d 7! [Store f x]]If there are no more unprocessed value bindings in a Sync form, the be-haviour depends on the value of the synchronization counter in the associatedframe f . If it is zero, all values are available, and the body expression canbe evaluated; otherwise, the evaluation of the body form has to wait for thedelivery of the remaining values, but there is no more independent work in theletpar that created this Sync form. Nevertheless, it is usually not necessaryto suspend the current task; there may be further work in textually enclosingletpars or in the calling function. In order to utilize such work the code formRetDelay is used. The evaluation of the expression e is deferred to a new taskcont that is activated only after the long latency operation is completed.I[i 7! Sync [] e f � fs[f 7! h0; �i] as rs h ds](12)=)I[i 7! Eval e � � fs as rs h ds]I[i 7! Sync [] e f � fs as rs h ds]when fs f = hn; �i and n > 0(13)=) I[i 7! RetDelay x [x 7! d] �:cont fs as rs h ds[d 7! []]]wherecont = hSync [] e f ; hd;Next; []iiThe form RetDelay informs the enclosing computation about the fact that along latency operation delayed the delivery of the requested value and that nomore local work is available. This information is propagated through all thereturn continuations until a Sync form is found that has some work. When thedelayed value eventually becomes available it is distributed using the new slotd of the dissemination map. 13



5.2.5 Remote Method InvocationIn the STGMMT as in the original STGM, accessing a data structure meansto evaluate a closure. Hence, the code form EnterOn represents a remote dataaccess; it initiates the evaluation of the closure on the remote instance k byplacing a new task enter into the task pool �k. This task eventually distributesthe result of the remote computation using the dissemination slot dk, whichforwards it to the slot di on the instance i that initiated the whole process.Note that the time between the execution of an EnterOn and the deliveryof its result is, in general, unbound. Hence, it is important that the instancei can do some useful work while waiting for the delivery of the result. Thedelay induced by the remote access is signaled with RetDelay to the enclosingcomputation. If the return continuation is a Sync form that still has someunevaluated value bindings left, it can continue by evaluating one of thesebindings as they do not depend on the delayed value.I[i 7! EnterOn k v � �i fsi asi rsi hi dsi;k 7! task �k fsk ask rsk hk dsk](14)=) I[i 7! RetDelay x [x 7! di] �i fsi asi rsi hi ds0i;k 7! task �k:enter fsk ask rsk h0k ds0k]whereenter = hEval v [v 7! � v]; hdk;Next ; []iids0i = dsi[di 7! []]ds0k = dsk[dk 7! [RetTo i di]]5.2.6 SelectionA case selects the appropriate alternative on the basis of the scrutinized value.I[i 7! Eval � case x# of: : :;c {vN} -> e; : : : � � � fs as rs h ds]when � x = hc; [wN]i(15)=) I[i 7! Eval e �[vN 7! wN ] � fs as rs h ds]I[i 7! Eval �case x# ofcN vsN -> eN; default -> e� � � fs as rs h ds]when � x = hc;wsi and c 6= cN(16)=) I[i 7! Eval e � � fs as rs h ds]If no alternative matches, a fatal failure occurs.5.2.7 Returning a Proper ValueReturning the unboxed form of a data term implies to distribute it using thedissemination slot d referenced by the topmost return continuation; afterwards,the continuation is executed. Returning a data term, the argument stack alwaysis empty for type correct programs. 14



I[i 7! RetTerm hc;wsi � fs [] hd; cont ; aspi:rs h ds](17)=)I[i 7! (MsgTerm d hc;wsi cont) � fs asp rs h ds]5.2.8 Returning a Delayed ValueWhen the code formRetDelay is executed, a long latency operation delayed thedelivery of some intermediate result and local, but independent, computationsshould be employed to cover the delay, i.e., not yet evaluated value bindings insurrounding letpars should be executed. For this mechanism to work properly,two jobs have to be carried out: �rst, some independent work has to be foundand, second, when the delayed value �nally arrives, it has to be introduced intothe ongoing computation.Imagine a Sync code form with multiple value bindings. When the �rstbinding is evaluated, according to Rule (11), a return continuation is pushedthat contains the Sync form with the remaining bindings. To utilize the in-dependent work constituted by these bindings, we just have to return to thisSync. This is what RetDelay does while simultaneously taking care of the sec-ond issue, namely, preparing the asynchronous delivery of the delayed value.The latter is done by placing Fwd entries in the dissemination slot (� v) thatwill eventually be used to deliver the remote value; as a result the asynchronousdelivery updates closures that have to be updated with the remote value andit stores the value in frames whose associated Sync forms wait for that value.When the topmost return continuation belongs to a closure that has to beupdated (this is handled by the \if" in the rule below), this closure has tobe overwritten with a new closure that contains a RetDelay code form. Thisensures that repeatedly entering the closure does not cause multiple remoteaccesses; instead, remote accesses are shared.When there are no arguments on the stack, the delayed value can be for-warded to the entry speci�ed by the return continuation by using a Fwd entry,which sends any value delivered via this entry on to the entry given in itsargument (in the following rule, to d).I[i 7! RetDelay v � � fs [] rs h ds[� v 7! ms]]when rs = hd; cont ; aspi:rs0(18)=) I[i 7! cont � fs asp rs0 h0 ds[� v 7! (Fwd d):ms]]whereh0 = if (Enter ou) = contthen h[ou 7! h([v0] nu []! RetDelay v0);� vi]else hThe above rule together with Rule (13) implies that the continuations on thereturn stack are popped in the process of exploiting work that is independentfrom the delayed value. Only when the stack is completely empty, it is nec-essary to switch to a completely unrelated task. An interesting consequence15



of this property is that only one stack per machine instance is needed in theSTGMMT|instead of one stack per task.If there are arguments remaining on the stack, the delayed value is a partialapplication, which has to be applied to the arguments on the stack when it iteventually delivered. To realize the synchronization between the delivery of thepartial application via the dissemination entry (� v) and the code performingthe application, a new frame f and a task enter are created. The form Storein the dissemination entry is used to put the partial application into the framef when it arrives; this, in turn, enables the task enter.I[i 7! RetDelay v � � fs as rs h ds[� v 7! ms]]when rs = hd; cont ; aspi:rs0(19)=) I[i 7! cont �:enter fs0 asp rs0 h0 ds0]whereh0 = if (Enter ou) = contthen h[ou 7! h([v]nu []! RetDelay v);� vi]else hfs0 = fs[f 7! (1; [vs 7! as])]enter = (Sync [] (x vs) f; hd;Next; []i)ds0 = ds[� v 7! (Store f x):ms]As mentioned above, an empty return stack indicates that the current taskhas no more work to o�er.I[i 7! RetDelay v � � fs [] [] h ds](20)=)I[i 7! Next � fs [] [] h ds]5.2.9 Task ManagementNext passes control to some arbitrary task from the task pool. The returncontinuation of the new task is placed on the stack, then the task is executed.I[i 7! Next �:(task; r) fs [] [] h ds](21)=)I[i 7! task � fs [] [r] h ds]A concrete implementation would, of course, ensure that the selected task isready to run, e.g., by maintaining a list of such tasks; otherwise, the selectedtask may just suspended again immediately.5.2.10 Dissemination of MessagesThe distribution of unboxed data terms is performed by considering one entryof the dissemination slot after the other and use the value accordingly to storeit into the environment of a frame (Store), update a closure (Upd), forward itto another dissemination slot (Fwd), or send it to another instance (RetTo).I[i 7! MsgTerm d hc;wsi task � fs as rs h ds[d 7! []]]I[i 7! task � fs as rs h ds]16



I[i 7! MsgTerm d hc;wsi task � fs as rs h ds]when fs f = hm; �i and ds d = (Store f x):ms(23)=) I[i 7! MsgTerm d hc;wsi task � fs0 as rs h ds[d 7! ms]]wherefs0 = fs[f 7! hm � 1; �[x 7! hc;wsi]i]I[i 7! MsgTerm d hc; [wN ]i task � fs as rs h ds]when ds d = (Upd ou):ms(24)=) I[i 7! MsgTerm d hc; [wN ]i task � fs as rs hu ds[d 7! ms]]wherehu = h[ou 7! h([vN ] nn []! Eval (c {vN}));[wN ]i]I[i 7! MsgTerm d hc;wsi task � fs as rs h ds]when ds d = (Fwd d0):ms(25)=) I[i 7! MsgTerm d0 hc;wsi cont � fs as rs h ds[d 7! ms]]wherecont = MsgTerm d hc;wsi taskI[i 7! MsgTerm di hc; [wN]i task i �i fsi asi rsi hi dsi;k 7! taskk �k fsk ask rsk hk dsk]when ds di = (RetTo k dk):ms(26)=) I[i 7! MsgTerm di hc; [wN]i task i �i fsi asi rsi hi ds0i;k 7! MsgTerm dk hc; [w0N ]i task i �k fsk ask rsk h0k dsk]whereds0i = dsi[di 7! ms]h0k = hk[w0N 7! h([v]nu []! EnterOn i v);[wN ]i]In the last rule, where the value is transmitted to another instance, the argu-ments must be replaced by forwarding closures using the EnterOn code form(compare this to Rule (9)).The distribution of partial applications is similar to that of data terms.I[i 7! MsgPAPP d o task � fs as rs h ds[d 7! []]]I[i 7! task � fs as rs h ds]I[i 7! MsgPAPP d o task � fs as rs h ds]when fs f = hm; �i and ds d = (Store f x):ms](28)=) I[i 7! MsgPAPP d o task � fs0 as rs h ds[d 7! ms]]wherefs0 = fs[f 7! hm � 1; �[x 7! o]i]I[i 7! MsgPAPP d o task � fs as rs h ds[d 7! (Upd ou):ms]](29)=) I[i 7! MsgPAPP d o task � fs as rs hu ds[d 7! ms]]wherehu = h[ou 7! h([f ] nn []! Eval (f {}));oi]17



I[i 7! MsgPAPP d o task � fs as rs h ds[d 7! (Fwd d0):ms]](30)=) I[i 7! MsgPAPP d0 o cont � fs as rs h ds[d 7! ms]]wherecont = MsgPAPP d o taskI[i 7! MsgPAPP di oi task i �i fsi asi rsi hi dsi;k 7! taskk �k fsk ask rsk hk dsk]when 0@ ds di = (RetTo k dk):ms;hi oi = h(vs nn []! d);of :[wN ]i; andhi of = h(vsf n� xsf ! df ); [wfN ] i 1A(31)=) I[i 7! MsgPAPP di oi task i �i fsi asi rsi hi dsi[di 7! ms];k 7! MsgPAPP dk ok taskk �k fsk ask rsk h0k dsk]whereh0k = hk 26664 ok 7! h(vs nn []! d);o0f :[w0N ]io0f 7! h(vsf n� xsf ! df ); [w0fN ] iw0N 7! h([v] nu []! EnterOn i v);[wN ]iw0fN 7! h([v] nu []! EnterOn i v); [wfN ]i 37775The complexity of the last rule is due to the fact that forwarding EnterOnclosures have to be created for all the objects referenced in the environmentsof the transmitted closures.It is not su�cient to transmit only the partial application (hi oi), but theclosure (hi of ) referenced in the partial application's �rst environment argu-ment has to be transmitted, too. This closure represents the function that was(partially) applied to the wi. To execute the partial application on the instancek, the closure (hi of ) has obviously to be on instance k also.6 Related WorkThe Threaded Abstract Machine (TAM) [CGSE93] is designed to implementthe dataow language Id [Nik90]. It applies multithreading based on statelessthreads to tolerate long latency operations. In this respect it is close to thework presented in this paper, but the realization of this basic idea di�ers consid-erably. Instead of source-to-source transformations, the Id compiler based onthe TAM builds a structured dataow graph as an intermediate representationand has to apply sophisticated thread partitioning schemes [SCG95]. Thesepartitioning algorithms require graphs without cyclic dependencies, which cannot be guaranteed for a lazy language. In contrast to the STGMMT, which em-ploys asynchronous operations only when a long latency operation is actuallyencountered, the TAM uses asynchronous operations by default.In comparison to the parallel implementation of the STGM, it is interestingto note that the STGMMT, only needs a single argument and return stack permachine instance, instead of one stack per task. Furthermore, on entry, closuresneed not be overwritten with a \queue-me" code pointer. The updating per-formed in the rules (18) and (19) is su�cient and happens only when a remote18



access occurred. A proper comparison with a distributed implementation of theoriginal STGM, e.g., GUM [THJ+96], has to wait until a �rst implementationof the STGMMT is working.7 ConclusionTo decrease the impact of long latency operations on the execution time ofdistributed implementations of the Spineless Tagless G-machine, the STGMMTextends the abstract machine language with abstract notions of independentlocal computations (thread boundaries and thread synchronization) and withan abstract notion of distribution. This enables the use of source-to-sourcetransformations to increase the tolerance of the code to long latency operations.While the behaviour of the new abstract machine can be studied using theoperational semantics provided in this paper, it remains to be shown that theproposed techniques decrease the impact of the communication overhead in anactual implementation of a lazy functional language on parallel computers withdistributed memory.Acknowledgments. I am grateful to Paul H. J. Kelly, Hans-Wolfgang Loidl,and Simon L. Peyton Jones for their excellent comments on a previous versionof this paper.References[CGSE93] David E. Culler, Seth Copen Goldstein, Klaus Erik Schauser, andThorsten von Eicken. TAM|a compiler controlled threaded ab-stract machine. Journal of Parallel and Distributed Computing,18:347|370, 1993.[DP93] Marco Danelutto and Susanna Pelagatti. Structuring parallelism ina functional framework. Technical Report TR-29/93, Dipartimentodi Informatica, Universit�a di Pisa, 1993.[EAL93] Dawson R. Engler, Gregory R. Andrews, and David K. Lowenthal.Filaments: E�cient support for �ne-grain parallelism. TR 93-13a,University of Arizona, 1993.[Fos95] Ian Foster. Designing and Building Parallel Programs. Addison-Wesley, 1995.hURL: http://www.mcs.anl.gov/dbpp/text/book.htmli.[H+95] Herbert H.J. Hum et al. A design study of the EARTH multipro-cessor. In Proceedings of Parallel Architectures and CompilationTechniques, 1995. 19
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to x in the map m and, in right-hand sides, to denote the map that is obtainedby replacing the value associated with o in m with x. We write for [o1 7!x1; : : : ; on 7! xn] also [os 7! xs] with os = [o1; : : : ; on] and xs = [x1; : : : ; xn].Sometimes maps of type [Name 7! �] are used as representatives of functionsfrom Names to values of type �. Hence, (m[o 7! x]) o = x.Multisets with elements of type � are of type f�g; we use the notation �:eas a shorthand for � [ feg.To support conciseness, we use form to represent the repetition of form.Using N as an index for a subform in form denotes a family of the subform,e.g., [xN 7! aN ] denotes [x1 7! a1; : : : ; xN 7! aN ].When new, unique names are required, they are marked by underliningthem. Underlying a variable representing a sequence means a sequence of newnames.B The Structure of Machine Con�gurationsMachine con�gurations are maps from instance names to machine instances:Con�g = [IName 7! Inst ]The type IName is a synonym for Name, we use it for names of machineinstances. In the transition rules from Section 5.2, we have I :: Con�g.A machine instance is a tuple containing seven components. It is of thefollowing type:Inst = hCode; | currently executed codefTaskg; | remaining tasks (ready & waiting)[FName 7! Frame ]; | sync. frames for letpars[Value ]; | stack of pending arguments[Cont ]; | return continuations[HName 7! Cls ]; | heap: named closures[DName 7! [DEntry ]]i | target locations for resultsIn the transition rules, the h, i, and comma are omitted, and the seven compo-nents are just placed side-by-side. The types FName, HName, and DName aresynonyms of the type Name and are used for names of frames, heap-allocatedclosures, and dissemination entries, respectively.The types of tasks and frames areTask = hCode;Cont i | return to Cont with result of CodeFrame = hInt; [Env ]i | sync. counter & completed bindingsEnv = [LName 7! Value ] | local environmentThe type LName is a synonym for Name, it is used for names of local variables.Values appear either boxed, i.e., they are the name of a closure in the heap,or they are unboxed, i.e., a data constructor with its arguments. In addition avalue can be the name of a dissemination entry. In the following de�nition of21



the data type Value, data constructors are omitted|this avoids some clutterin the transition rules and there is no danger that ambiguities arise.Value = HName | boxed: name of a closurej UValue | unboxed: constructor & argumentsj DName | name of a dissemination entryUValue = hCName; [HName ]i | constructor & argumentsThe type CName is a synonym for Name, it is used for names of data construc-tors.The type of closures is de�ned asCls = h([LName ]| {z }free n� [LName ]| {z }args ! (Env ! Code )| {z }body );[HName ]| {z }env iThe sequences of free and argument variables correspond to the list of environ-ment variables and the list of argument variables, respectively, in the functionbindings of the STGMT-language. The body of a closure is, in contrast to theoriginal STGM, not an expression of the STGMT-language, but a function fromenvironments to code forms|the reason for this change is that we sometimesneed to place code forms other than Eval (e.g., EnterOn) into the body ofclosures.Return continuations, the elements of the return stack, are triples made ofthe name of a dissemination entry, a code form, and a sequence of values. Themeaning is that the currently executed task distributes its result value usingthe dissemination entry, and then continues with the code after placing thevalues on the argument stack.Cont = hDName;Code; [Value ]iThe various code forms are de�ned in the following data type (Eval andEnter are equal to the corresponding forms of the original STGM):Code = Eval Expr Env | evaluate expressionj Enter HName | enter the given closurej EnterOn IName LName Env | enter on other instancej RetTerm UValue | return unboxed valuej RetDelay LName Env | cover long latencyj Sync [VBind ] Expr FName | wait for local bindingsj Next | switch to other taskj MsgTerm DName UValue Code | dissem. unboxed valuej MsgPAPP DName HName Code | dissem. partial appl.Details on the meaning of the variants are provided in Section 5.2.Finally, elements of the lists of the dissemination map describe the locationswhere the code forms MsgTerm and MsgPAPP have to place disseminatedvalues:DEntry = Store FName LName | store in the env. of a framej Upd HName | update closurej Fwd DName | forward to other dissem. entryj RetTo IName DName | communicate to other instance22


